1. **Question:** Which country consumes the most ice cream per capita?  
   **Answer:** New Zealand

2. **Question:** What does the company name IBM stand for?  
   **Answer:** International Business Machines

3. **Question:** Which animal has ten hearts?  
   **Answer:** The earthworm

4. **Question:** Name five professional major US sports teams that use lions, tigers, or bears in their team names. (Hint: The teams may or may not use the exact words “lions,” “tigers,” or “bears.”)  
   **Possible Answers:**  
   - Boston Bruins  
   - Chicago Bears  
   - Chicago Cubs  
   - Cincinnati Bengals  
   - Detroit Lions  
   - Detroit Tigers  
   - Memphis Grizzlies

5. **Question:** This actress, the daughter of famous Hitchcock film actress Tippi Hedren, grew up with pet lions.  
   **Answer:** Melanie Griffith

6. **Question:** A teaspoon of a neutron star would weigh approximately how much?  
   **Answer:** Six billion tons
7. **Question:** The forget-me-not is the official flower of which US State?
   **Answer:** Alaska

8. **Question:** Finish the quote. “The human race has one really effective weapon, and that is______” - Mark Twain
   **Answer:** Laughter

9. **Question:** A dodecahedron has how many sides?
    **Answer:** Twelve

10. **Question:** The Canterbury Tales by Geoffrey Chaucer contains how many completed stories?
    **Answer:** 24